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Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea

Henrietta N. Edmonds
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This photograph was taken in October 1991 as I climbed out of the deep submersible Alvin, after my first dive, to 2200 meters (about a mile and a half) deep on the Juan de Fuca Ridge off the Oregon coast. I had started graduate school at MIT just one month earlier.I had  never dreamed I would get to dive in Alvin, and thought, “What’s left? The space shuttle I guess.”  I have been back to the seafloor four times, once in the U.S. Navy submersible Turtle, three times in Alvin.  I certainly hope to go again. As for the space shuttle, who knows? Photo by H.N. Edmonds



3photo from Oceanus magazine, 1998

Hydrothermal Vents

High temperature 
(350˚C) geysers on the 
ocean floor — known as 
“black smokers” due to 
the presence of black 
particles which form 
when the hot water exits 
chimney-like structures 
and mixes with seawater

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 My dive in 1991, and my subsequent ones, have been to study the chemistry of deep sea hydrothermal vents on mid ocean ridges. Black smokers like these emit hot water from chimneys composed of sulfide minerals. These minerals, and the “smoke,” form when the hot vent water mixes with bottom seawater.  How hot is hot? Most seafloor hydrothermal vents emit water of 350 to 400°C. That’s 662 to 752 degrees Fahrenheit, which is hot enough to melt lead - not to mention the plastic viewports of Alvin. Less than an inch away from the vent, however, deep sea temperatures are 0 to 2°C - near freezing. Thought question:At sea level, the boiling point of water is 100°C. Why are seafloor hydrothermal vents not boiling?Pressure increases with depth in the ocean: roughly one atmosphere for every 10 meters (33 feet). At 2200 meters, the pressure is 220 atmospheres, and the boiling point of seawater is greater than 400°C.Photo courtesy of Patrick Hickey, Oceanus Magazine, Volume 41, no 2, 1998 and the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution



4photo by Rich Lutz, Rutgers University

Hydrothermal Vents

Fantastic communities of never before 
seen — or imagined — creatures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the most fantastic aspects of the discovery of seafloor hydrothermal vents was the existence of large communities of organisms surrounding the vents. Previously, the deep ocean had been thought to be a sort of desert.  The creatures that lived here relied for food on what might sink down from the more populated surface waters where photosynthesis provides the basis of the food chain.  Instead, scientists found large communities, and of creatures never before seen, such as these giant tube worms, over two meters (6 feet) long.  Where did they get their food and energy? The answer is closely tied to the chemistry and geology of the vents themselves.This photograph was taken at the “Clam Acres” vent site at 21°N on the East Pacific Rise.Photo courtesy of Rich Lutz, Rutgers University.
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How did we get here?

• Hydrothermal vents were discovered in 
1977, high-temperature black smokers 
in 1979

• Some aspects of these discoveries 
were expected, even predicted, but 
others, especially the biology, were 
totally new.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this presentation, we will learn not just about hydrothermal vents, but about how scientists discovered them, in the context of both1. scientists’ understanding of the ocean floor, and2. the technology we use to study it.The science of oceanography has always been very dependent on the development of  new techniques to study it. Only the very shallowest parts of the oceans — a tiny fraction — can be studied by wading, swimming, or even scuba diving. The remainder has been seen only through the ingenuity of engineers and ocean scientists.For a timeline of discoveries about the deep ocean, see:http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/abyss/frontier/discoveries.html
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Old ideas about the deep ocean

• It was dark
• It was cold
• It was featureless
• There was very little life below the 

surface, and what was there must be 
very primitive

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some of this picture was pure speculation, but some is based in fact. The deep oceans are cold and dark — light penetrates at most a couple of hundred meters (a few hundred feet), and most of the ocean water below a thousand meters, is near freezing. The idea of a featureless landscape arose because we could not see or measure otherwise, and it was thought that the oceans were uniformly blanketed with eons of accumulated sediment. And to be sure life is more abundant and obvious in the surface oceans, but the idea of an “azoic” (lifeless) zone was disproven with the earliest deep trawls.Debunking these myths required knowledge about physical oceanography, chemistry, and geology, and new abilities to sample and see the deep oceans.



7photo from "Voyage of the Challenger"

How did we learn about the deep 
ocean?
Early oceanographers 
relied completely on 
what must really be 
called “remote 
sensing” (the term we 
use today for studies 
of the Earth from 
satellites).

We could sample the oceans and seafloor with nets, trawls, 
dredges, sediment grabs, and corers, but not see it.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The voyage of the HMS Challenger, which circumnavigated the globe between 1872 and 1876, is considered the first “modern” oceanographic research expedition. The Challenger scientists studied all of the world’s oceans. They measured depth, temperature, salinity, and seawater chemistry, discovered ridges and trenches, collected sediments, and collected fish and other creatures from all depths. The results of the HMS Challenger expedition changed many ideas about the oceans, including the picture of the deep oceans as lifeless, but there was, and is, much still to be learned.To learn more about the HMS Challenger, seehttp://www.soc.soton.ac.uk/OTHERS/CSMS/hmschall.htmlhttp://life.bio.sunysb.edu/marinebio/challenger.htmlhttp://www.wshs.fcps.k12.va.us/academic/science/bjewell/ocean/hhocean/final/index.htmPhoto from The Voyage of the Challenger, by Eric Linklater, published by Doubleday and Co., Inc., 1972.



8sketch from Heezen and Hollister, 1971

Deep sea photography

This is a sketch of a 
type of camera that 
was widely used, 
beginning in the 
1950s and 60s, to 
improve geologists’ 
and oceanographers’ 
understanding of the 
ocean floor.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The development of underwater flash photography was a big step in our understanding of what the bottom of the ocean is like. In 1971, Bruce Heezen and Charles Hollister published “The Face of the Deep,” a book that collected nearly 600 bottom photographs (eight in color) from throughout the oceans into one place. This book is still one of the best introductions to what the ocean floor looks like for scientists and amateurs alike. Cameras like the one pictured would be lowered on the end of a cable from a ship, and triggered to take a picture when the apparatus touched the bottom. It is important to realize the limit of how far the flash could “see.”  Imagine the darkest place you have ever been, and what you could see with a small flashlight.Most of these photographs cover about the area of a bed sheet. While an amazing advance and improvement, they covered only a tiny fraction of the ocean floor. Most of the ocean was, and is, still “unseen.”Photo courtesy of ©NSF from Heezen, B.C and C.D. Hollister,"The Faces of the Deep", Oxford University Press and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution



9photo from Heezen and Hollister, 1971

A typical photograph of the sea floor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This image, from 4879 m deep in the Bellingshausen Basin in the South Pacific (here also known as the Southern Ocean, around Antarctica) 65°36’ S, 121°11’W) is in many ways typical of much of the bottom of the ocean, which is covered by fine sediments or “mud.”  This photo is of an area the size of a bed sheet.Photo courtesy of ©NSF from Heezen, B.C and C.D. Hollister,"The Faces of the Deep", Oxford University Press and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution



10photo from Heezen and Hollister, 1971

Color: Sponge

Holes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“The Face of the Deep” included eight color photographs. This was a technological achievement and a pleasant development but did not in and of itself necessarily change the view of the ocean floor as largely covered with mud. If one looks closely though, the small details start to become interesting. In this photograph from the eastern North Atlantic (36°48’ N, 10°54’ W, 2057 m deep), we can see deep-sea sponges, and holes that suggest the presence of burrowing animals. This photo is of an area the size of a bed sheet.Photo courtesy of ©Heezen, B.C and C.D. Hollister,"The Faces of the Deep", Oxford University Press and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution



11photo from Heezen and Hollister, 1971

Sediments with animal tracks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here (Plate 8, 27°36’ N, 14°36’ W, 2000 m deep) we can see evidence of the track of some passing creature.An important thing to realize is that in areas which don’t have strong bottom currents, this track might have been made a long time ago. Deep sea sediments collect very slowly — in many places less than a centimeter of mud in over a thousand years! This photo is of an area the size of a bed sheet.Photo courtesy of ©LDGO from Heezen, B.C and C.D. Hollister,"The Faces of the Deep", Oxford University Press and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution



12photo from Heezen and Hollister, 1971

The deepest ocean: red clay

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Color variations also reveal different sediment types. Further down the continental slope from the previous picture (Plate 8, 23°01’ N, 40°27’ W, 4914 m deep), the sediments have taken on a reddish color. This is referred to as “red clay,” which covers the bottom of the deepest parts of the ocean. It is composed of very fine-grained bits of rock dust, mostly carried out over the oceans by wind. Elsewhere, sediments may consist largely of the small shells of plankton that live in the surface ocean.  In these deep red clay sediments, those small shells have dissolved.  This photo is of an area the size of a bed sheet.Photo courtesy of ©LDGO from Heezen, B.C and C.D. Hollister,"The Faces of the Deep", Oxford University Press and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution



13photo from Heezen and Hollister, 1971

Manganese nodules

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ocean bottom is not all just mud and occasional signs of organisms. In addition to animal tracks, many areas, particularly in the Pacific, are covered by these “manganese nodules,” which are rocks that grow very slowly from minerals that form from seawater. These nodules contain manganese, iron, and other metals, and are abundant enough that mining companies have tried to figure out how to “harvest” them. However, it is both hard and expensive to work  in the deep sea, and this has not yet worked out as a business.This photo is from the Southern Ocean/Bellingshausen Basin again (57°59’ S, 70°44’ W, 3924 m deep). This photo is of an area the size of a bed sheet.Photo courtesy of ©NSF from Heezen, B.C and C.D. Hollister,"The Faces of the Deep", Oxford University Press and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution



14photo from Heezen and Hollister, 1971

Effects of currents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some areas of the deep ocean have strong currents (another thing that has changed about our understanding of the ocean since the days of the Challenger). These cause ripples much like those you can see at the beach due to waves. The white spots that look like snow are particles of sediment suspended in the current.These sorts of features could never have been “seen” by earlier sampling methods which just grabbed sediments and brought them to the surface. This photo is of an area the size of a bed sheet.This photo is from  56°53’ S, 135°04’ W, 3347 meters deep. Photo courtesy of ©NSF from Heezen, B.C and C.D. Hollister,"The Faces of the Deep", Oxford University Press and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution



15photo from Heezen and Hollister, 1971

Basalt on the mid-ocean ridge

Basalt is a rock 
formed from 
volcanic eruptions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 1971, when “The Face of the Deep” was published, the theory of plate tectonics was very young. Photographs like this helped to convince many skeptics of the theory.These are classic “pillow basalts,” formations which occur when lava cools rapidly after it erupts. These forms strongly suggested the existence of volcanic eruptions along the mid-ocean ridges. The pillows in this photo are 8-12 inches in diameter.This photo is from the South Pacific, 56°07’ S, 144°59’ W, 2638m deep.Photo courtesy of ©NSF from Heezen, B.C and C.D. Hollister,"The Faces of the Deep", Oxford University Press and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution



16photo by H.N. Edmonds

Basalt on land

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The lava forms seen on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge looked very much like features that geologists were familiar with from studying volcanoes on land. This photograph was taken in Hawaii Volcanoes National Park. Photographs like these helped confirm that the mid-ocean ridges were chains of submarine volcanoes, and strengthened the hypothesis of seafloor spreading.Photo by H.N. Edmonds
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Going there in person: visiting the 
seafloor

• In parallel with this increasing understanding 
of the deep ocean, and eventually 
contributing to it, was an increasing desire to 
see the bottom of the oceans for ourselves.

• These interests included scientific (biological, 
geological), military, and commercial 
interests, and plain old curiosity.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For more information on the development of machines used to take people to the bottom of the ocean, see http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/abyss/frontier/deepsea.html



18photo from "Half Mile Down," Beebe, 1934

William Beebe’s bathysphere

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 1934, William Beebe, a naturalist, and Otis Barton, an engineer, descended 3,028 feet — more than half a mile — into the ocean near Bermuda in a steel “bathysphere,” 54 inches in diameter (inside). It was by far the deepest dive made to date — previously divers in metal suits had reached 600 feet. The sphere was suspended from a ship by a steel cable, and had a telephone and electrical cable so that they could power their lights and communicate with the surface.  It had two view ports, 8 inches in diameter. It was hot, stuffy, and cramped.The bathysphere could only be raised and lowered using the cable. It couldn’t maneuver forwards and backwards or side to side. And if the cable broke, it would not float to the surface. Still, Beebe’s dives were a tremendous achievement and fired the imaginations of many people. NBC broadcast Beebe’s descriptions live from one of his later dives.For more about William Beebe, see:http://seawifs.gsfc.nasa.gov/OCEAN_PLANET/HTML/ocean_planet_book_beebe1.htmlAnd also:Half Mile Down, by William Beebe, published by Harcourt Brace & Co., 1934. This photograph was taken by Gloria Hollister.



19photo from "Manned Submersibles," Buby, 1976

Auguste Piccard and the Trieste

Auguste Piccard 
(1884-1962) was a 
Swiss physicist, who 
was the first man to 
reach the stratosphere 
in a balloon, then 
turned his eyes 
towards the deep.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This photo shows Piccard with one of his many important contributions to deep submergence which is still used today: an acrylic plastic viewport, angled from the inside to the outside to permit wide angle viewing. (Beebe’s bathysphere had quartz viewports.) The viewport is almost 6 inches thick, 16 inches across on the outside and 2 inches across on the inside.Piccard’s “bathyscaphes” (a word Piccard coined, meaning “deep boat”), first the FNRS-2 and then the Trieste, were designed very much like his balloons: they used a large amount of gasoline, which is lighter than water, for buoyancy, just as balloonists used hydrogen or helium gases, which are lighter than air. The bathyscaphes were able to descend and ascend on their own, without being tethered to a surface ship.Photo from Manned Submersibles, by R.F. Busby, published 1976 by the Office of the Oceanographer of the Navy.



20photo from "Manned Submersibles," Busby, 1976

The bathyscaphe Trieste

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Trieste was first launched in August, 1953. It was almost 60 feet long. It had a forged steel passenger sphere 6 feet 7 inches in diameter. Most of the bathyscaphe’s volume is in the “balloon” of gasoline.In 1958 the U.S. Navy purchased the Trieste from Piccard.  It was used, both before and after the purchase, by oceanographers and naval officers to make new discoveries about the deep ocean.For more information on the Trieste, see:http://history.navy.mil/photos/sh-usn/usnsh-t/trste-b.htmhttp://www.lyceum.org/historyday99/2905/tri.htmlhttp://www.wnet.org/savageseas/deep-side-journey.htmlPhoto from Manned Submersibles, by R.F. Busby, published by the Office of the Oceanographer of the Navy, 1976.



21Image from NOAA

The deepest dive in history

Pacific Ocean

Japan

Marianas Trench
Challenger Deep

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On January 23, 1960, Auguste Piccard’s son Jacques, who was an oceanographer, and U.S. Navy Lieutenant Don Walsh descended in the Trieste to the deepest spot in the world’s oceans: the Challenger Deep in the Marianas Trench. They dove to 35,800 feet (10,900 meters), which is almost 7 miles deep — deeper than Mount Everest is tall. At these depths, the pressure from the surrounding water is over 1000 times greater than pressure at the Earth’s surface.This depth record for a deep submersible dive can never be beaten.Interesting facts:1. The Challenger Deep is named for the second HMS Challenger, the British ship which pinpointed its location. The original Challenger’s deepest sounding had also been made in the Marianas Trench.2. Jacques Piccard’s son Betrand became the first person to successfully circle the globe in a balloon, in 1999.To learn more about the Piccards, see http://www.execpc.com/~shepler/piccard.htmlImage courtesy of The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).



22photo from "Manned Submersibles," Busby, 1976

Submersibles and science: Alvin

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Deep Submergence Vehicle (DSV) Alvin was commissioned in 1964 and has been operated ever since by the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. She was built specifically for science. Alvin looks very different today (as you can see from my photos), because every 3 or 4 years she is completely stripped and overhauled. Little if anything remains of the original equipment: even the original steel passenger sphere was replaced in 1973 with a titanium one. Alvin has an unsurpassed record of accomplishments and achievements, and a perfect safety record, with over 3600 dives. It is still the most productive, hardest working deep submersible in the world.For more information about Alvin, see the WHOI website:http://www.marine.whoi.edu/ships/alvin/alvin.htmAnd the book “Water Baby: the Story of Alvin,” by Victoria A. Kaharl, published 1990 by Oxford University Press.Photo from Manned Submersibles, by R.F. Busby, published 1976 by the Office of the Oceanographer of the Navy.



23photo from Oceanus magazine, 1998

The discovery of hydrothermal vents

This photograph is the 
first ever taken of a high 
temperature black 
smoker. It was taken by 
Alvin pilot Dudley Foster 
at 21˚N on the East 
Pacific Rise in 1979.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 1977, scientists discovered hydrothermal vents on the Galapagos Ridge (at about 2500 meters deep) in the eastern Pacific Ocean. A team of geologists, geophysicists, and geochemists went to this region on a 24 dive research cruise specifically to look for evidence of hydrothermal circulation in newly formed oceanic crust. They chose this region because it had been well studied and mapped, and there was geophysical evidence having to do with the amount of heat flow measured in sediments that suggested that seawater was circulating through the new volcanic rocks here.The discovery of hydrothermal vents was the culmination of many technologies, relying ultimately on camera surveys and submersibles, and of a body of scientific work and new understanding including the theory of plate tectonics. So first, let us back up a bit….Photo courtesy of Dudley Foster, Oceanus Magazine, Volume 41, no 1, 1998 and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.



24image from "This Dynamic Earth," USGS

Plate tectonics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When Alvin was first built, a debate was raging among geoscientists about the fundamental nature of the Earth. A huge body of work, including much in marine geology and geophysics, led to the development of the theory of plate tectonics. The surface of the Earth is understood to be divided into rigid plates which spread apart, slide past each other, or collide at their boundaries. The mid ocean ridges mark the boundaries where plates spread apart and new crust is formed. Most of the world’s volcanoes, largely unseen, lie along the mid-ocean ridge.For more information on plate tectonics, see:“This Dynamic Earth,” an online textbook from the US Geological Survey: http://pubs.usgs.gov/publications/text/dynamic.htmlAnd the Plate Tectonics lesson at the Volcano World web site: http://volcano.und.nodak.edu/vwdocs/vwlessons/plate_tectonics/introduction.htmlImage courtesy of The United States Geologic Survey (USGS).



25image from "This Dynamic Earth," USGS

Plate motions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This diagram illustrates the three major types of plate boundaries (convergent, divergent, and transform) and plate tectonic processes.Image courtesy of The United States Geologic Survey (USGS).
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The mid ocean ridge system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The mid-ocean ridges are evident in this map as light blue (indicating shallower water) “lines,” for instance running down the center of the Atlantic Ocean (the Mid-Atlantic Ridge), and the eastern Pacific Ocean south from Baja California (the East Pacific Rise).Plates move apart at these spreading centers, which seem to encircle the globe like seams on a baseball.This map, and other images of the bathymetry (depth) of the oceans revealing the extent of the mid-ocean ridges are available from the NOAA World Data Center for Marine Geology and Geophysics: http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/image/Image courtesy of The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).  



27photo from Ballard and Moore, 1977

The FAMOUS Expedition, 1973-74

French bathyscaphe 
Archimède and 
submersible Cyana, 
and Alvin, made a 
total of 45 dives in a 
20 mile long section 
of the Mid-Atlantic 
Ridge rift valley 
south of the Azores 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the early 1970s, there was still a lot of skepticism in the scientific community about how useful submersibles really were for science. The FAMOUS (French American Mid-Ocean Undersea Study) program involved three submersibles and a team of geologist from the U.S. and France in the first-ever dives to a mid-ocean ridge. Alvin’s depth rating had to be increased specifically for this project so that it could go deep enough. The FAMOUS dives provided geologists with their first close-up view of the active volcanoes of a mid-ocean ridge, allowed them to confirm that this volcanic activity took place in a very narrow zone, and forever proved the value of first-hand observation from submersibles for conducting deep-sea science Before my first Alvin dive, chief scientist Debra Stakes, a geologist, made me study this book so I would be familiar with the forms I would see.Photo from Photographic Atlas of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge Rift Valley, by Ballard and Moore, published by Springer-Verlag, 1977.



28photo from Ballard and Moore, 1977

Basalt photographed during FAMOUS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The pillows initially form because the lava cools extremely fast upon encountering near-freezing seawater, creating a “shell” of hard rock. Notice how this pillow has subsequently cracked open, and the still molten lava inside hardened as it drained out.Photo from Photographic Atlas of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge Rift Valley, by Ballard and Moore, published by Springer-Verlag, 1977.



29photo from Ballard and Moore, 1977

Another basalt on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This “knobby” pillow is essentially many many small pillows.  The knobby pillow in the foreground is 3-4 feet wide.Photo from Photographic Atlas of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge Rift Valley, by Ballard and Moore, published by Springer-Verlag, 1977.



30map from German et al., 1996

The location of FAMOUS

Other vent sites
Hydrothermal plume signal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The FAMOUS Expedition was the first concentrated submersible study directed at a mid-ocean ridge. The results of these dives on fresh volcanic terrain helped convince many remaining skeptics of the idea of seafloor spreading. It is interesting to note how close this expedition came to discovering hydrothermal vents as well, four years before the Galapagos dives. This sketch map shows a close-up view of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge south of the Azores islands, including the section of the ridge where the FAMOUS dives took place. The green circles indicate places where the authors of this map found evidence for hydrothermal vents on a research cruise in 1994. The one with the purple ring around it has since been found to be the largest, most active known hydrothermal vent site in the world (the “Rainbow” vent site). The blue squares indicate other vent sites that have been visited with submersibles. 



31photo by H.N. Edmonds

Predictions leading to the discovery 
of seafloor hydrothermal vents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While a discovery of vents during the FAMOUS Expedition dives would have been lucky, the actual discovery in 1977 at Galapagos was not. Scientists went to the Galapagos Ridge specifically to look for evidence of hydrothermal circulation in the oceanic crust. How did they know to do this?One suggestion was our understanding of the chemical changes that happen when basaltic lava meets seawater - here, lava is seen entering the ocean on the Big Island of Hawaii. Oceanographers had long puzzled over why seawater did not simply have the salt composition of “concentrated river water.”Photo by H.N. Edmonds



32photo from JASON Foundation for Education

Hydrothermal systems: ingredients

The basic requirements for 
hydrothermal circulation are
• A source of heat
• A source of water
• A pathway for the water to 

circulate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another clue was the existence of hot springs on land.People have been familiar with hot springs associated with volcanic systems on land for a very long time, such as this one in Yellowstone National Park.  It seemed logical to speculate that hydrothermal circulation and hot springs would be associated with volcanoes underwater as well.Photo courtesy of the JASON Foundation for Education.



33photo from JASON Foundation for Education

Castle Geyser, Yellowstone

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ingredients in Yellowstone are:1. A volcanic hot spot and magma underground2. Rainwater and groundwater3. Cracks and fissures in the rockFor more information for on volcanoes and hydrothermal circulation in Yellowstone as well as Iceland, see the JASON Project web site (http://www.jasonproject.org/) and the 1997 JASON VIII Expedition to Yellowstone and Iceland with students and teachers:http://www.jasonproject.org/expeditions/jason8/Photo courtesy of the JASON Foundation for Education.



34photo by Dr.Dan Barker

Iceland

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hydrothermal activity is also seen in Iceland, which is a volcanic "hotspot" that lies along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.Photo courtesy of Dan Barker, The University of Texas.



35illustration by H.N. Edmonds

Seafloor hydrothermal circulation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On mid-ocean ridges, we have all three ingredients as well. Certainly, there is plenty of water!   One thing that scientists weren’t necessarily expecting though was the existence of focused, individual “springs” or vents. One thought was that the tremendous amount of very cold bottom seawater would dilute and cool the hydrothermal fluids very rapidly, perhaps before they reached the seafloor. In fact, when the first vents were found at Galapagos, the first exciting thing the scientists saw from the submarine was shimmering water: the shimmering, like that off a hot road,  indicated warm water.  This is a simplistic cartoon of the situation that occurs on mid-ocean ridges: seawater percolates through numerous fissures in the young rocks of the seafloor. This “recharge” occurs over a broad area of the seafloor and the flows are fairly slow. The water heats up as it nears the zone of hottest rocks or magma, and undergoes many chemical changes as it reacts with the rocks. 500 to 1000 meters below the seafloor, the water reaches about 400°C and becomes so buoyant that it rises very rapidly to the surface and does not cool very much at all before it emerges back into seawater.  At Galapagos, most of the mixing and cooling happens below the seafloor and the exit temperatures are “only” 24°C (about room temperature). Even this temperature was absolutely astounding to the oceanographers who had only ever found near-freezing water at the seafloor!



36photo by Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

Vent chimneys

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 High temperature vents were first found two years later on the East Pacific Rise. Alvin’s temperature probe could only read up to 33°C, and had to be re-calibrated on the ship to allow the pilots to measure the astounding new temperatures of 350°C.  Where the vent fluids exit the seafloor and encounter seawater, they cool very rapidly and precipitate minerals formed from many of the metals that they have picked up in reacting with rock at hot temperature. If you have been to a place like Yellowstone, you may have noticed a sulfurous smell in the hot springs. Hydrothermal vent fluids smell exactly like rotten eggs: the odor comes from a chemical called hydrogen sulfide (H2S). The smell of sulfide also indicates that there is no oxygen in the water.   Another form of sulfur is the sulfate ion (SO42-), which is very abundant in seawater. As seawater percolates through the ocean crust and heats up, the sulfate is removed, first (about 2/3 of the sulfate) by precipitation of the mineral anhydrite (CaSO4) when the temperature reaches about 150˚C, and the remainder by reduction (loss of oxygen) and precipitation of iron sulfides above 250˚C. At higher temperatures (350 to 400˚C), metals and sulfur are leached back out of the rock into the vent fluid.  Seawater is cold (2°C), neutral with respect to acids and bases, has oxygen, and has very low concentrations of metals (like iron, copper, and zinc).  Vent fluids are very hot (up to 400°C), acidic, have no oxygen but lots of hydrogen sulfide, and have high concentrations of metals. This photo is courtesy of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.



37illustration by H.N. Edmonds

How chimneys &“black smoke” form

cold 
seawater

hot vent water

iron and copper sulfides
anhydrite

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When these fluids mix and the vent fluids cool, chemical reactions occur and minerals form (precipitate) from seawater. The first mineral that forms, which I have indicated in gray in this drawing, is anhydrite. Anhydrite is an interesting mineral in that, unlike most others, it is more soluble at cold temperatures than at high temperatures. The sulfate that goes into the anhydrite walls is from seawater; the calcium comes both from the vent fluids and seawater. This precipitation of anhydrite occurs very quickly and builds a chimney wall separating the vent fluids and seawater. Other minerals then form on the inner wall of the chimney - these are metal sulfides like pyrite (FeS2), pyrrhotite (FeS) and chalcopyrite (CuFeS2). Pyrite is also known as "fool's gold" because it can look like gold. Very fine-grained particles of sulfide minerals are what we see as “smoke” coming out of the chimneys. For more information on hydrothermal vents, especially for teachers and students, see•The JASON Project IX expedition to Guaymas Basin http://www.jasonproject.org/expeditions/jason9/guaymas/•The Dive and Discover expeditions on the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution web site  http://www.divediscover.whoi.edu/• The REVEL Project http://www.ocean.washington.edu/outreach/revel/missionframework.html• Nova Online: Into the Abyss http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/abyss/
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Life at hydrothermal vents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The existence of hydrothermal circulation through the oceanic crust had been predicted, and the team of geologists, geophysicists and geochemists who went searching on the Galapagos Ridge had with them temperature probes and samplers for water and rocks. But there were no biologists on board because they had no expectations in this regard. In fact, though, the astounding biology provided the visual cues that allowed the scientists and pilots to navigate Alvin to the warm water vents. These geoscientists recognized the tremendous importance of what they were seeing, and after several radio calls back to Woods Hole and to biologists, collected all the specimens they could and preserved them in the only suitable thing they had on board: alcohol. Soon biologists were mounting their own expeditions to Galapagos and other hydrothermal sites. What is going on? The clue lies in the rotten egg smell of the hydrothermal fluids.Photo taken at Clam Acres vent site, 21°N, East Pacific Rise.Photo courtesy of Rich Lutz, Rutgers University.
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Chemosynthesis supports large 
communities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 At the Earth’s surface, the basis of life is photosynthesis by plants, which use energy from the sun to combine carbon dioxide and water to produce oxygen and the building blocks of organic material. What can support these huge oases on the seafloor, miles below where sunlight penetrates? The answer is that certain bacteria can use hydrogen sulfide to provide the energy for chemosynthesis — chemo indicating chemical and photo indicating light. The energy comes from the oxidation of sulfide to sulfate. These chemosynthetic bacteria combine carbon dioxide and water in the presence of hydrogen sulfide to produce sulfate and organic material, which then forms the basis for entire ecosystems to develop, seemingly independent of the photosynthetic processes at the Earth’s surface. In fact, vent communities as we know them today are not completely independent of photosynthesis. This is because these bacteria need oxygen to convert sulfide to sulfate, and ultimately, the oxygen that they use in seawater is produced by photosynthetic organisms. Here are the generalized chemical reactions for photosynthesis:CO2 + H2O + light  "CH2O" + O2and chemosynthesis:CO2 + H2O + H2S + 2O2  "CH2O" + O2 It has even been suggested that some of the earliest life on Earth may have developed under such conditions, and the discovery of these ecosystems has fueled much research into other “life in extreme environments,” including the possibility of life on other planets. Hundreds of new species have been identified at seafloor hydrothermal vents, and many more are yet to be discovered. Photo taken at 13°N, East Pacific Rise and is courtesy of Rich Lutz, Rutgers University.
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A dive on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge

The following 
sequence of 
photographs are 
from a research 
cruise to the TAG 
(Trans-Atlantic 
Geotraverse) 
hydrothermal site 
that I participated 
in in 1995.
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Presentation Notes
Photo by H.N. Edmonds.
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Landing in the rift valley

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We landed a couple of hundred meters away from the hydrothermal site. Here there is little or nothing to suggest the presence of vents. What we see is basaltic rubble, covered with a blanket of calcium carbonate sediment, formed of the tiny shells of plankton that lived in the surface ocean, 3700 meters above us. The sediment is almost pure white, but colors are easily distorted to blues in these photographs.  This photo is of an area approximately 2 meters wide.Photo by H.N. Edmonds.
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Signs of life

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we move closer to the vent site, we start to see more organisms, and the sediments become brown, orange, or red - these are oxides of manganese and iron which come from the vents.  For scale, the sea anemones are 3-4 inches in diameter.Photo by H.N. Edmonds.
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Old chimneys

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an area that used to have venting on the edge of the TAG hydrothermal field. The sediments appear to be “stained” with minerals that form from hydrothermal fluids.  For scale, the sea anemones are 3-4 inches in diameter.Photo by H.N. Edmonds.
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The anemones increase

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The best way to find a vent after landing is to drive in the direction of increasing numbers of organisms.  For scale, the sea anemones are 3-4 inches in diameter.Photo by H.N. Edmonds.
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More and more anemones

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even closer to the vent, these anemones seem to cover the rocks.  For scale, the sea anemones are 3-4 inches in diameter.Photo by H.N. Edmonds.
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Black smoker and lots of shrimp

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A black smoker (look to the right for the venting). There are millions of shrimp swarming around the chimney. These are a new species of shrimp, discovered at this vent site in 1986. They feed on the chemosynthetic bacteria that are concentrated right at the chimneys.  For scale, the shrimp are approximately 2-3 inches long.  Photo by H.N. Edmonds.
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Another view of the black smoker

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The background here looks extremely black - it’s not a bad photograph, it’s just a lot of black smoke! The central black smoker at TAG is a huge chimney, several stories tall. The submersible can easily get swept in towards the vent and then rise with the plume — the pilot and scientists can’t see anything out the portholes while the sub is engulfed in the black smoker particles.Photo by H.N. Edmonds.
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A less active part of the mound

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here, there is much less hydrothermal activity, and it is easier to see individual chimney spires. Many of these are now inactive — notice there are not many animals around them — and will eventually dissolve back into the seawater.Photo by H.N. Edmonds.
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Ongoing research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two of the many interesting questions remaining in hydrothermal vent research are how organisms colonize vent sites, and why the communities of organisms are so different at Pacific and Atlantic vents. As we just saw, the TAG site is dominated by shrimp and anemones, and there are none of the giant tube worms we think of as typical of the East Pacific Rise.  For scale, the crabs are 4-5 inches long.  This photograph was taken at 13°N on the East Pacific Rise.Photo courtesy of Rich Lutz, Rutgers University.
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Known vents: 1991

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most scientists believe that larvae of vent organisms drift along the mid-ocean ridges and somehow settle out at new vent sites. We don’t yet know what cues them to settle. To understand more about the connections between vent communities along the ridges, we need to know more about the global distribution of vents. So far, hydrothermal vents have been discovered along every section of ridge crest studied. Many areas remain completely unexplored, but this picture is constantly changing. This map shows known vent sites in 1991. Only 6 years earlier, we knew of no vent sites on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.Map courtesy of Meg Tivey, Oceanus Magazine, Volume 34, no 4, Winter 91/92 and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.
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Known vents: 2000

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now much more of the mid-ocean ridge has been explored, though there are many holes remaining. You can see many more sites on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, including the huge Rainbow site from slide 29, and the Southern East Pacific Rise sites have been visited only very recently.A very important area for current research is the Indian Ocean, in terms of looking at the connection between the Atlantic and Pacific sites. No active vents have yet been visited and sampled in the Indian Ocean (such areas are indicated in red). Yellow and brown circles indicate unconfirmed sites where we believe there are vents based on various lines of evidence, but haven’t yet seen them.Thought question:Why are vents hard to find?
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Finding hydrothermal vents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do we find new hydrothermal vents? Again new techniques and technologies are important. We can’t just dive in Alvin and go looking: operating Alvin, and its support ship, is very expensive. Alvin can’t cover very much area in a dive, and you can only see a few meters out of the portholes. We used to use camera surveys to spot biological communities and then dive where there were lots of organisms. Now we also make use of chemical and physical sensors to look for signs of the hydrothermal plumes: Vent water is so hot and buoyant that it continues to rise as it mixes with surrounding seawater, until it reaches 300-500 meters above the vents and becomes neutrally buoyant. The plumes often are “cloudy” due to the presence of mineral particles resulting from the mixture of seawater and vent water. We can spot these particles using optical meters. Also, some metals like manganese and other chemical species like methane and helium, are so much more concentrated in vent water than in seawater that even when vent water is diluted as much as 10,000 times we can detect plumes by measuring them.We can survey larger areas, more rapidly and more safely, at this height above the bottom. These techniques have revolutionized our search for seafloor hydrothermal activity.
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A continuing story

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This has been just a sampling of what we have learned, and have yet to learn, about the seafloor. Studying hydrothermal vents, and having an opportunity to dive in Alvin, have been wonderful experiences for me. Being an oceanographer is a tremendously exciting way to make a living, and I consider myself very lucky. There is a lot more to be done in this field, and I hope to stick around and do some of it. Perhaps some of you will too. Before ending, I would like to thank:1. My mentors, colleagues, and friends  in hydrothermal vent research, too many to name but especially John Edmond, Cindy Van Dover, Chris German, Bob Ballard, the crews of the Atlantis II and Alvin, and Debra Stakes, who was the chief scientist on my first cruise and gave me my first dive.2. The Outreach Lecture Series Committee, particularly Mike Jaffre, for inviting me to tell you about this.Quote from William Beebe, “Half Mile Down,” 1934.“When once it (the deep ocean) has been seen, it will remain the most vivid memory in life, solely because of its cosmic chill and isolation, the eternal and absolute darkness and the indescribable beauty of its inhabitants.”
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